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What are you
investing in to ensure
future business success?
 ue Derlago
S
Vice-president and senior financial planner,
Canaccord Genuity Wealth Management,
Calgary, Alta.
We’ve significantly invested in our digital presence.
Enhancing our website and search engine optimization
(SEO) tools, including working with an external partner
to ensure high SEO rankings, has led to a consistent inflow of clients
and referrals from high-net-worth individuals.
Additionally, we’ve invested in specific areas of expertise within
our team so we can provide a higher level of co-ordinated advice.
A few years ago, our clients’ needs shifted to include more risk
management and estate planning, so we hired a tax and estate practitioner. Making the decision to hire and strengthen our own specialties
has contributed to our growth.

Serena Cheng
Director of wealth management
and investment advisor, Richardson GMP,
Toronto, Ont.
I’m investing in communication: carefully considering clients’ needs and communicating those needs
on our website. We boil down complex investing
concepts to make them understandable to anyone. For example,
we talk about intergenerational wealth and wealth transfer. No
matter what stage of life you’re in, we want to make sure there’s
something you can relate to or find value in. That way, anyone who
doesn’t know my team or the depth of our work can understand
what we do.
We regularly speak at events and talk to millennials and women
who work in capital markets. We also do podcasts on an ad-hoc
basis, and post regularly to LinkedIn and Instagram.

Gardy Frost
Financial advisor, Arbutus Financial Services,
Vancouver, B.C.
I’m investing in people, because the team is the most
important ingredient to success. When you find people
who share your values, the work is easier and more fun,
which makes us more successful. We do this by getting to know people before bringing them on. For example, we have a
rigorous onboarding process that includes third-party interviewers. Also,
trusting your gut is crucial when you meet someone. — Maddie Johnson
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Why extroverts
have all the money
A personality test can tell us
about retirement planning

A

dvisors trying to anticipate clients’
portfolio withdrawal rates in retirement often rely on technical details.
There are scenarios to run based on decades
of market history and economic data, combined with client’s savings, debt and retirement goals.

“The Psychology of Portfolio
Withdrawal Rates,” by Sarah
Asebedo and Christopher Browning
of Texas Tech University, was
published online in Psychology and
Aging in November 2019.
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More creative ways to predict lifespans
may also become mainstream in the coming
years, contributing to more personalized
assumptions.
In the meantime, personality tests could
be another revealing input.
In a paper published last fall, researchers
from Texas Tech University applied the “big
five” personality traits (see page 7) — which
are known to affect consumer behaviour —
to retirement withdrawal rates. The authors
found that certain personalities — extroverts
with a positive outlook, for example — are better savers than those who are more neurotic.
Withdrawal rates in retirement are commonly viewed through the life cycle hypothesis,

the paper said. This theory predicts lifetime
household consumption based on accumulating assets while working and spending those
assets in retirement at a constant rate, according to consumption goals. The theory assumes
retirees spend a set amount each year based
on a percentage of assets.
That’s not how it works in practice,
though. The authors pointed to research
showing portfolios holding steady or even
growing in retirement, rather than shrinking.
This led them to consider behavioural explanations, namely the psychological factors that
influence retirement spending.
Authors Sarah Asebedo and Christopher
Browning analyzed psychological and
F E B R U A R Y
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MFDA racking up fines
for false signatures

Good intentions
are no excuse

A

nyone paying attention to the
weekly trickle of Mutual Fund Dealers Association of Canada (MFDA)
reasons-for-decision documents will have
noticed the high number related to false
signatures.
The self-regulatory organization issued
dozens of decisions last year covering presigned forms and signature falsification,
many resulting in fines of more than $10,000
or temporary bans — or even permanent prohibition when advisors didn’t co-operate.
The cases involve several variations on the
same theme: forging initials for a change in
a client’s risk tolerance or time horizon; possessing or using pre-signed account forms,
such as transfer authorizations, redemption
requests and limited trade authorizations; and
signing beneficiary change forms on a client’s
behalf, to name a few.

The MFDA has broadcast its intent regarding such actions. Bulletin #0661-E, issued
in October 2015, reminded advisors about
pre-signed forms and signature falsification.
Those infractions have also headlined recent
annual enforcement reports.
The number of new proceedings nearly
doubled from 2015 to 2016 due primarily to signature falsification cases, with 60 commenced
that year. Pre-signed forms and signature falsification accounted for the most new proceedings in 2017 (84) and again in 2018 (101).
However, once the fines are issued for older
cases, the numbers are likely to decrease. New
allegations (the first stage of enforcement, with
proceedings launching later) related to signature
falsification have been declining since Bulletin
#0661-E was issued: from 130 in 2016 to 84 in
2018. In a statement, the MFDA said this is due
to members’ “increased detection, training and

internal discipline,” and to the MFDA’s enforcement actions.
Those actions include steeper fines for
infractions that occurred after the bulletin
was issued. As of January 2020, the MFDA
said it has issued $1.97 million in fines related
to pre-signed forms and signature falsification since releasing the 2015 bulletin.
The organization has acknowledged that
most cases involving signature falsification don’t
result from client complaints, nor is there an
intent to harm. “In many of the cases, the activity is done for purposes of client or advisor convenience,” the 2016 enforcement report said.
But that’s no excuse: falsifying a signature
still violates Rule 2.1.1, which requires members to deal honestly and fairly with clients.
The Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (IIROC) reminded investment
dealers last year that they can use e-signatures,
issuing updated guidance. The MFDA has
permitted e-signatures since 2003. If it’s convenience clients are seeking, it may be time for
dealers to digitize.
—Mark Burgess
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Related uses

personality data from more than 3,600
people in the U.S. over the age of 50 (the
average age was 70). The data were from the
2012 and 2014 Health and Retirement Study,
conducted by the University of Michigan and
sponsored by the National Institute on Aging.
The authors paired the personality data with
tax data from the same participants to examine withdrawals from Individual Retirement
Accounts (analogous to a TFSA in Canada).
The authors found that characteristics
associated with saving and wealth accumulation, such as conscientiousness, extraversion
and positive emotions, were related to lower
withdrawal rates in retirement. Clients possessing characteristics associated with poorer
financial decisions and lower wealth accumulation — such as agreeableness, openness,
neuroticism and negative emotions — may
be at greater risk of impulsive spending and
depleting portfolios.
Overall, the findings were consistent
with other research: those who are good at
accumulating wealth demonstrate the same
saving-oriented behaviour in the decumulation phase.
A D V I S O R . C A

As more firms turn to behavioural finance,
personality tests are making their way into risk
analysis questionnaires and the know-yourclient process. For example, a TD Wealth
tool asks clients to rate the accuracy of 50
short statements covering topics as varied as
vocabulary, attitude to chores and comfort with
strangers. It then produces a “wealth personality” that describes traits such as spontaneity,
self-discipline and amenability.

Advisors may benefit from adding psychological tests to client profiles, the author said.
This would allow specific recommendations
that recognize “the personality and psychological characteristics” influencing clients’
portfolio withdrawal behaviour.
“Identifying and understanding these
relationships can inform financial planners
and consumers about the characteristics and
attitudes that clients bring to the relationship
and that influence their behavioural choices,”
the paper said. “With this insight, financial
planners can more actively engage their clients, understand what triggers their financial
behaviour, and guide them to more favourable
long-term financial outcomes.” —Mark Burgess

The “big five”
personality traits
Openness to experience: creative,
imaginative, adventurous and curious; tend to be imprudent money
managers
Conscientiousness: organized,
thorough, hardworking and cautious; associated with prudent
financial behaviour
Extroversion: outgoing, talkative
and lively; associated with higher
net worth and “futureoriented” financial behaviour
Agreeableness: sympathetic, caring and helpful; associated with
being more financially generous,
potentially putting financial goals
at risk
Neuroticism: nervous, moody and
not calm; associated with poor
investment decisions and higher
portfolio withdrawals
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ehavioural finance has helped
advisors identify their own biases and
coach clients toward better investment
decisions. Now, the same insights are being
applied at the fund level, as firms construct
products to take advantage of inefficient markets and irrational investors.
The Purpose Behavioural Opportunities
Fund from Toronto-based Purpose Investments
launched in January 2018 as Canada’s first ETF
built on behavioural economics insights. The
active fund seeks pricing “inefficiencies” that
result from human biases. One fund document
describes the strategy more bluntly as “profiting from other investors’ emotional mistakes.”
These mistakes include mispricing caused
by overreactions to news and company earnings. The way market news is regulated and
communicated “creates a whole bunch of information that has to be consumed, analyzed and
reacted to very quickly,” says fund manager
Craig Basinger, chief investment officer at Richardson GMP. “And that causes overreactions.”
Basinger and his team analyzed five years
of S&P 1500 data for cases where a company’s shares opened more than two standard
deviations from its historical daily volatility.
They found investors overreact to bad news
but incorporate good news more accurately.
They also found that companies with more
analyst coverage and institutional ownership
experienced larger moves from news.
Overreactions create opportunities
for contrarians to move against the herd,
Basinger says. This was the case with
Shopify, which was added to the fund in February 2019 when it opened 10% lower after
an earnings miss. The stock doubled over the
following year.
“We use opportunities like these to add
long positions in high-quality companies, taking advantage of others’ recency bias,” the
February 2020 fund commentary says.
The management expense ratio (MER) is
1.14%, with an additional performance fee
that’s 10% of the difference between the
fund’s performance and its benchmark (a

A D V I S O R . C A

50/50 blend of the S&P/TSX Composite and
the S&P 500 indexes). As of Feb. 28, the
fund’s one-year return was 4.75%, and it had
$7.3 million in assets under management.
Basinger says many investors won’t adopt
the fund’s novel approach without a longer
track record. His team is focused on coaching
advisors about behavioural strategies broadly,
with minimal fund marketing until it reaches
the three-year mark.
The SmartBe Global Value Momentum Trend Index ETF, from Calgary-based
SmartBe Wealth, also has a behavioural component. Launched in January 2019, it uses
value and momentum factors that seek to
take advantage of pricing anomalies. Those
anomalies are created by behavioural biases.
For example: loss aversion, the tendency
to be more sensitive to losses than to gains,
can lead to a disposition effect where investors hold on to stocks simply to avoid realizing
the loss. The flip side is when investors take
gains too early, a behaviour that impacts price
discovery and contributes to the momentum
anomaly — where stocks tend to continue
trending in the same direction they’ve moved
in the recent past.
Investors’ conservative bias plays into the
value factor. “When new information comes
in, people are not reflecting that information
quickly enough,” says Prithy Serrao, SmartBe’s director of business development. This
may lead to over- or undervaluing companies.
Investors’ attention is also limited and easily
distracted by shiny baubles. Serrao refers to the
frog-in-the-pan hypothesis, where information
arriving in small amounts over an extended
period attracts less attention than unusual, dramatic swings. This may lead investors to ignore
a consumer staple company exhibiting momentum “in a steady and controlled way,” she says,
and pay too much intention to a new biotech
firm with splashy earnings.
The SmartBe ETF has $33.8 million in
assets under management, and its MER is
0.93%. As of Jan. 31, its return since inception was -1.65%.
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Behavioural ETFs
look to profit from
other investors’ biases
Serrao notes that 2019’s surging markets
were not ideal for the strategy, which benefits from volatility and requires a longer-term
approach. “If we see further downturns,
we’re going to look much better,” she says.
The Purpose fund’s February commentary, published before fears about the
coronavirus really hit markets, described the
potential for “heightened emotional states”
in the weeks ahead. “Luckily, we’ll be busy
finding mispriced assets because of investors’ misbehaviour,” it said. —Mark Burgess

How funds capitalize on
irrational investors
››

Availability and recency bias: Invest-

ors overreact to earnings in the short
term. Higher-quality companies generally recover quickly, while lower-quality
companies often fall back after positive
surprises, according to commentary on
the Purpose behavioural fund, allowing
for long-short strategies.
Growth investors may also see an
earnings increase and project it into the
future when the gains are due to luck,
therefore overvaluing a company.
››

››

››

Herd instinct and overconfidence:

There are opportunities for contrarians to use longer-dated options when
everyone is betting on one outcome.
Investors are often overconfident in
their ability to value firms, leading to
mispriced equities.
Conservatism: Investors may be slow
to change their views when presented
with new information, leading to
undervalued companies.
The disposition effect: Investors may
be inclined to hold losing stocks in
order to avoid the psychological pain of
realizing the loss.

Source: Purpose Behavioural Opportunity Fund
commentary and Alpha Architect
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How do you incorporate
environmental, social and
governance (ESG) investing
into your practice?
Mac Mekawi, financial advisor,
Edward Jones, Toronto
We start by understanding what’s most important to
clients — for example, whether they want to invest
only in companies that share their environmental or
social values. We also discuss the potential tradeoffs
of sustainable investments, including funds that have a narrow focus,
resulting in insufficient diversification.
We then incorporate clients’ ideals into a personalized strategy.
For clients who want total control over where their money is invested,
we help them select a basket of individual securities. For most clients, mutual funds and ETFs are an efficient way to incorporate ESG
criteria into their diversified portfolios.
Donna Schneider, vice-president and investment
advisor, National Bank Financial, Regina
We are starting to dig deeper into companies so we
can understand how they’re adopting ESG processes.
National Bank has a research department that provides us with a lot of information, and my team does
additional research on specific areas and companies. If we can’t
find sufficient information, then we talk to the analysts about a fund
or mandate because they’ve spoken to the companies directly. We
want to understand what the companies’ involvements are so we can
accurately convey that to our clients.
I’ve made a point to bring up ESG investing with clients instead
of waiting until they ask me. I want to know if these practices are
important to them — and to what extent — so I can provide them
with that alternative.
Gardy Frost, financial advisor,
Arbutus Financial Services, Vancouver
While ESG has been around for a long time and is now
in high demand, it’s not well articulated. That means I
need to ask hard and specific questions to our investment managers about their ESG processes.
I have a client that’s very interested in climate change. I don’t
know a fund off the top of my head that concentrates exclusively on
climate change, so I asked fund companies if they have a manager
concentrating their efforts in this area. I want to include clients in the
conversation so they understand what the fund mandates are and
what they’re trying to accomplish, so they know where their money
is going. My role is to be a communicator between my clients and the
investment options out there.
—Maddie Johnson
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Don’t wait to disclose
criminal charges
Delayed disclosure on Form F4 calls
into question advisor integrity

I

magine you’ve been charged with driving under
the influence. While your court date is months away
and you expect to be acquitted, regulators require that
you disclose the charges almost immediately.
Advisors must notify regulators within 10 days of a
change to certain information on Form 33-109F4 Registration of Individuals and Review of Permitted Individuals
(Form F4). These changes include criminal charges, as
well as civil actions and bankruptcies.
CSA Staff Notice 33-320 from 2017, which details the
importance of accurately filling out the form and maintaining
ongoing disclosure, says a false or misleading form “raises
a red flag […] that the applicant may be lacking in integrity.”
Integrity is one of three criteria to determine suitability for
registration, along with proficiency and solvency. If integrity
is called into question, your registration is on the line.
Elizabeth King, deputy director of compliance and
registrant regulation at the Ontario Securities Commission (OSC), said in an emailed statement that when applicants aren’t forthcoming and truthful on the forms, “we
have to question whether they are suitable for registration

Name that
forecasting advantage

“I

mplicit egotism” refers to the way positive
associations about ourselves influence important decisions. People named Dennis and Denise
are disproportionately drawn to careers in dentistry, for
example, just as St. Louis is home to a curious number
of people named Louis. Police officers are more likely to

Related biases
A previous column examined the impact of homophily on
financial advice: the more demographic commonalities that
exist between advisors and clients, the more likely a client
is to follow advice.
F A L L
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trant regulation branch) said the criminal
conviction wouldn’t cause the commission
to refuse registration “in this circumstance”
after determining that the man had been
honest with OSC staff during a voluntary
interview about the conviction. The applicant
disclosed the conviction, paid for his crime
with jail time and monetary sanctions, and
was remorseful, the decision said.
In contrast, the OSC refused registration
earlier this year to a former registrant who
repeatedly failed to disclose a driving under
the influence (DUI) charge for which he was
eventually acquitted.
“Undisclosed or misleading information
will always require further review by [regulatory] staff,” King said, which could lead to an
application being delayed or refused.
King says firms also play a role in registration. As “gatekeepers in the registration
regime,” they must verify the information in
applications and assess applicants’ suitability.
“We will hold individuals and firms
accountable for false or misleading applications, including not disclosing detrimental
information,” she said.
Failure to disclose charges during an application process as well as false or misleading
statements may constitute a provincial or
criminal offence, the staff notice says, with
significant sanctions.
As such, firms or individuals with questions
about disclosure should contact registration
staff before filling out an application, King says.
Blumberger says he’s never seen monetary

reduce speeding tickets for drivers with whom they share
a first name.
What about in the purely rational world of investing?
Surely implicit egotism doesn’t influence analysts’ forecasts or the funds we buy.
Researchers from UCLA and UC Berkeley find that it
does. After examining 1.9 million U.S. earnings forecasts
from 1992 to 2018, the authors show that analysts who
share a first name with a CEO had more accurate earnings forecasts — 4.9 percentage points higher, on average — than those with no such affinity. The effect was
more pronounced when analysts and CEOs shared less
common names.
The authors attribute the superior performance to the
behavioural bias that leads us to favour people and things
we associate with ourselves; in this case, CEOs privilege
analysts with the same first name.
“[T]he greater affinity arising from the sharing of a first
name will lead to a greater willingness on the part of the
CEO to share private information with an analyst and will,
in turn, manifest itself in increased forecast accuracy,”
the working paper says.
The research raises a regulatory concern. The U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission’s fair disclosure
A D V I S O R . C A

sanctions apply to a failure to update or disclose information on an F4.
He also recommends advisors seek legal
counsel before disclosure — especially if
advisors are disclosing months after the fact.
An employment lawyer can help position the
delayed disclosure where, for example, mental health or stress played a role, he says.
When advisors delay, “they could be
terminated,” he says. “Often it’s a condition
of employment that you provide timely
disclosure.”
If registration is denied because of a failure to disclose, advisors may re-apply and be
approved based on six factors, including evidence of trust in performing business duties,
demonstration of remorse and the passage of
sufficient time for deterrence purposes.
After denying the registrant with the
undisclosed DUI charge, the director explicitly
stated the man shouldn’t be barred from
re-applying, noting his youth and remorse.
Late disclosure is “not necessarily fatal,”
Blumberger says, “but it’s definitely going
to impact your status with the OSC and your
employer.”
—Michelle Schriver

Advisors don’t need to disclose offences
under the Youth Criminal Justice Act,
speeding or parking violations, or charges
that have been stayed for a certain length
of time (at least six months for a
summary conviction offence; at
least a year for indictable offences).

regulation prohibits publicly traded companies from disclosing “material” private information to market professionals. If the regulation were effective, the authors note,
then analysts with the name advantage shouldn’t be outperforming peers.
The authors suggest that CEOs still use legal ways
to share information with analysts, such as one-on-one
meetings that “allow the analyst to take advantage of
nonverbal communication in order to make inferences
about the manager’s private information.”
How else might implicit egotism play into financial
services? The authors point to research about mutual
fund flows based on managers’ names. Maybe you
have clients who found their way to you for more
prosaic reasons than a glowing referral or a dazzling
seminar — maybe it came down to your given name.
—Mark Burgess

“Call Me by Your Name:
The Effect of Analyst-CEO First
Name Commonality on Analyst
Forecast Accuracy” by Omri EvenTov (Haas School of Business,

UC Berkeley), Kanyuan Huang
and Brett Trueman (both UCLA
Anderson School of Management)
was published as an SSRN working paper in May 2020.
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and will deal fairly, honestly and in good faith
with their clients.”
Though charges or other negative information can be embarrassing, the fallout from a failure to disclose can have worse consequences.
Erez Blumberger, president of AUM Law
in Toronto and a former OSC deputy director
of compliance and registrant regulation, says
advisors likely won’t be refused registration
based on disclosed criminal charges.
“Most charges are not directly relevant to
the applicant’s ability to provide financial advice
with integrity,” Blumberger says. “Integrity” in
this context means clients can rely on and be
confident in the advisor’s advice, he says.
He also notes that regulators require full
information to make informed decisions
about registration.
With most charges not affecting the advisor’s ability to do their job, regulators likely
won’t do anything beyond monitoring the
registrant.
“They won’t typically impose terms and
conditions or seek any sort of suspension,”
Blumberger says. Such action would be
“very aggressive,” he says, “because nothing’s been proven.”
Regarding the nature of disclosed charges,
“nothing is fatal in and of itself,” Blumberger
says. Each case turns on its own facts.
At an “opportunity to be heard” this year
regarding a prospective registrant’s application, the OSC granted registration to a man
convicted of possessing child pornography.
The OSC director (compliance and regis-
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